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SUMMATIVE ASSEMENT – 1 
(January 2023)

SOCIAL STUDIES 
KEY - 2022-2023 

PART A 
SECTION- I 4 X 2 = 8 

1. What is a resource?
A) Anything that can be used to satisfy a need is a resource. 
2. What is a constitution?
A) A written document in which we find such rules is called a 

Constitution. 
3. Give 2 ways in which you can save energy at home?
A) 1.Switching off lights, fans and other electrical appliances 

when not in use. 
2.By seeing to it that electrical devices are operating 

efficiently. 
3. Defrosting refrigerator regularly. 
4. Do not keep the refrigerator door open for longer than 

necessary. 
5. Use energy-efficient devices such as fluorescent bulbs and 

tubes. 
6.Keep the lids of pans on while cooking. 

( any two relevant points ) 
4. Write any two slogans on importance of secularism?
A)   1. United we Stand,  Divided we Fall. 

2. Dеmосrасу iѕ incomplete without ѕесulаriѕm
3. Secularism is not the enemy of spirituality. 
4. Secularism is not only in our constitution but also 

in our veins. 
( Any two relevant slogans ) 
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S E C T I O N  - I                              12  X  1  =  12 M

1. Which group of island is famous for great variety of flora and fauna in India?
A. Lakshadweep.
2. Read the table and answer the following question.

Q. Which country has more equitable distribution of income?
A. Country A
3. October – November :  North East monsoon  ::  June - September :     ?

Complete the pair.
A. South West monsoon
4. Arrange the following states from South to North.

Goa , Kerala , Maharashtra ,  Karnataka.
A. Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra
5. Which group of island is famous for great variety of flora and fauna in India?
A. Lakshadweep.
6. Find the odd one out.

Teacher , doctor , vegetable vendor , lawyer.
A. Vegetable Vendor
7. What  is the immediate reason for the beginning of world war – II ?
A. Hitler’s attack on Poland.
8. What do we call the belief that might  is the best way to secure security and war 

is good way to solve our problems?
A. Militarism.
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SECTION- II
5 X 4 = 20 

5. What attracted European trading companies to India? 
A)      European trading companies were attracted to India 

because of a number of reasons: 
1. Trading with India was highly profitable and fruitful to the 

businessmen in Europe. 
2. The European trading companies purchased goods at 

cheaper and sold them in Europe at the higher prices. 
3. The fine qualities of cotton and silk produced in India 

had a big market in Europe. 4. Indian spices like –
pepper, cloves, cardamom and cinnamon were in great 
demand in Europe. 

6.  Correct the sequence of the above information which the 
British forced people to grow.  
( Match the state and crop correctly)

A. 

7. Suggest ways to conserve water in present scenario/ in these days.
A) The ways to conserve water: 

1. Rainwater harvesting. 
2. Lining irrigation canals to avoid leakges of water. 
3. Replenishing ground water by promoting afforestation. 
4. Use sprinklers to check water losses through seepage and 

evaporation. 
5. Stop over usage and wastage of water. 6. Stop to discharge of untreated 

sewage in water bodies. 

PRODUCE STATE 

Jute Bengal 

Tea Assam 

Wheat Punjab 

Rice Madras 

9. Read the below map and answer the following question.

Q. In which part of Nigeria Yaruba live mostly.
A. South west part.
10. In which movement for our freedom struggle did Gandhiji give a call for

’ do or die ‘?
A. Quit India Movement.
11. Chiang in China encouraged women to cultivate the  four virtues of chastity, 

appearance , speech,  and work and recognize their role as confined to 
household. What does this tell  About Chiang?
i) Chiang was  an educationist.  ii) Chiang was a reformist. 
iii) Chiang was a feminist           iv) Chiang was a conservative.

A. Iv) Chiang was a conservative.
12 .Expand W.H.O.
A. World Health Organistion.

S  E C T I O N  - II   (  8  X  2  = 16 M)
13. What are the causes for deforestation in India?
A.   a) Over Population  b) Urbanisation.  C) Mining  d) Forest fires 

e) Agricultural activities  f) Illegal Logging. G) Construction of roads  
h) Natural calamities  i) Unsustainable forest management.

14. “Women in the unorganized sector are facing gender discrimination in the 
wages” Comment in your own words.       

A.   a) Women have power to work in any field and do any work equally with the 
men.

b) But, In some works, women could not get equal wages. Ex: Agriculture and 
construction works.

c) They are facing gender discrimination in the wages.
d) It is not justifiable. As in the organized sector, women should also be paid 

equally with men in unorganized sector also.
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15. Prepare  two slogans on the need for population control in India. 
A.   1.  Small family is the ideal family.

2 .“We two, ours one” and One or none.
16. Observe the above map and answer the following questions.

a) Name the countries through the Ganges flows.
A. Nepal, India
b) In which state does the river Brahmaputra enter India?
A. Arunachal Pradesh

17. Write any two features of 20th century which makes it call 
‘The age of extremes”?

A. 1. Politically, the world saw shoots of democratic aspirations grow amidst the 
rise of Fascist domination.

2. Literacy levels and average life expectancy grew immensely for all.
3. New forms of art like movies emerged.
4. Scientific knowledge rose to new heights.
5. Women gain the right to vote.
6. The same period saw the “Great Depression” causing massive unemployment.
7. Enormous human loss in the World Wars.

(Any Two points)
18. Mention any four changes in the political system brought under  Nazi rule in 

Germany?
A.   1. Hitler steps included arbitrary arrest of political opponents and putting them 

in concentration camps.
2. Hitler established an undemocratic rule and dismantle Parliament.
3. This included arbitrary arrest of political opponents and putting them in 

concentration camps.
4. On 3 March 1933, the famous Enabling Act was passed.
5. This Act established dictatorship in Germany. It gave Hitler all powers to 

sideline Parliament .
6. All political parties and trade unions were banned
7. The state established complete control over the economy, media, army and 

judiciary.
(Any two points)
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19. Complete the following table.

20. Read the map and answer the following questions. 

a) Name two islands which were under japanese control?
A. Philippines, Dutch East indies.
b) did India under Japanese control?
A. No. India is under British control at that time.

ఆంధ్ర ప్రదేశ్ రాష్ట్రంలో అత్యధిక మంది సంఘిక శాస్త్ర ఉపాధ్యయయుల మధ్య విషయ సంబంధ్
చర్చ, పర్సపర్ సందేహ నివృత్తి, పాఠ్యబోధ్న, మూల్యంకనం నందు తోడ్పపటు కోసం మన “బెస్్ట
సోషల్ టీచర్ వాట్సాప్ గ్రూప్” ఏర్పర్చబడంది. ఇందు సంఘిక శాస్త్ర బోధ్కులందరూ {మీరు
ప్రభుత్వ, ప్రైవేటు} ఏ పాఠ్శాలలో పనిచేస్తిన్నా సభుయలుగా చేరుటకు అరుులే.  సభుయలందరూ
విషయ సంబంధ్ చర్చను మాత్రమే గ్రూపులలో చేయవలసినదిగా మనవి. మీ మిత్రులు ఎవరైన్న
గ్రూపునందు చేర్దలచుకుంటే వారి వివరాలు, పేరు, హోదా, పనిచేస్తినా
పాఠ్శాల, మండలం, జిల్ా వివరాలను అడిన్ వాట్సాప్ నంబరు 9492146689 మీఫోన్ లో
సేవ్ చేస్తకుని మీ వివరాలు వాట్సాప్ దావరా అడిన్ కు పంపండ.

సదా సంఘిక శాస్త్ర సేవలో
కె.యస్ట.వి. కృష్ణారెడి. జి.హెచ్.ఎం.,
జెడ్.పి.హెచ్.ఎస్ట., ఈత్కోట
రావులపాలం మండలం, 

Dr. BRA KONASEEMA
www.bestsocialteacher.com
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S E C T I O N  - III              (8 X 4 = 32 Marks)
21.’How are the Eastern Ghats and Western Ghats are different?
A. Differences between the Western and the Eastern Ghats:

22. Why do you think parents accord less priority to girls education as compared to   
boys?

A.  a) In many states of our country parents accord less priority to girls education as 
compared to boys.

b) Because of discrimination against women, they are denied equality and equal 
opportunity with men.

c) For a long time India remained a male dominant society.
d) In our culture a girl is not valued as much as boy.
e) The parents of our country must think like Himachal women to send 

their girls to schools.
f) Many Himachal women are themselves employed out side the home and they 

expect their daughters to work outside home even after marriage.
g) Now-a-days education to both boys and girls are very essential for their 

better future.
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Western Ghats Eastern Ghats

1. The Western Ghats are continuous 

chains of mountains and can be crossed 

through passes only.

1. The Eastern Ghats are not continuous 

and are cut by rivers falling into the Bay 

of Bengal.

2.The height ranges from 900-1600 

meters.

2.Their height is lower than the western 

ghats, height ranges from 600 to 900 

meter

3. Most of the Peninsular rivers 

originate from western ghats.

3. No major river originates from 

Eastern ghats.

4. The soil is highly fertile. 4. The soil is not so fertile here.

5. The onset of monsoon is felt by the 

western ghats.

5. The retreating of the monsoon is felt 

here in October and November.
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23. Which aspects of farming practices were regulated in the context of Hiware
Bazar to improve the water conservation?

A.  In Hiware Bazar they implemented measures like:
a) Ban on bore wells for irrigation.
b) Ban on growing water intensive crops like sugarcane and banana.
c) Ban on free grazing.
d) Bringing down the area of rabi crop if the rainfall is less.
e) Keeping rainfall data and using it for crop planning.
f) Improving livestock economy.
g) Promoting the dairy industry.
h) Giving loans to small farmers.
The above practices improved water conservation in Hiware bazaar.

24. Draw a ‘bar graph’ based on the given information.
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25. Some changes were brought in Russian society after revolution. 
What were they?

A.  1. The Russian revolution broke out against Tsarist rule in Russia in 
February 1917.

2. Bolsheviks and soviets formed as new socialist government.
3. They introduced five year plans for development of nation.
4. They introduced mass cultivation.
5. USSR to build its industries at an unprecedented scale.
6. All industries and banks were nationalised.
7. An extended schooling system was developed.
8. Public health care was provided.

26.’What were the penalties  imposed on Germany in the treaty of Versailles? 
A.  1. To weaken Germany, the Treaty of Versailles imposed some territorial 

penalties and military cuts on it.
2. Firstly, Germans were asked to return their colonies in Africa and European 

areas like Alsace and Lorraine which they occupied from France in 1871.
3. Germany was asked to pull down its army strength to 1,00,000 from 9,00,000 

during World War I.
4.Germany was also asked not to have submarines and restrict its naval 

strength.
5.The Treaty of Versailles led to the rise of Hitler and Nazi party.

27. Over extraction of oil leads to environmental problems. Write any four of such 
problems in the context of Nigeria?   

A.  1. Oil spillage from oil wells has a major impact on the ecosystem. 
2. Large tracts of the mangrove forests, which are especially susceptible to oil 

(this is mainly because it is stored in the soil and re-released annually with 
inundation), have been destroyed. 

3. An estimated 5–10% of Nigerian mangrove ecosystems have been wiped out 
either by clearing or oil. 

4. Spills destroy crops and aqua culture through contamination of the 
groundwater and soils. 

5. Drinking water is also frequently contaminated, and a sheen of oil is visible in
many local bodies of water. 

6. If the drinking water is contaminated, even if no immediate health effects 
are apparent, it can cause in long term cancer. 

7. Offshore spills, which are usually much greater in scale, contaminate coastal
environments and cause a decline in local fish production.
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28. Write the importance of  ‘Tebhaga’  movement.

A.  1. An agitation was started in Bengal by small and poor peasants who took land 
of the bigger landowners to cultivate. 

2. They demanded that their share of harvest should be increased to two 
portions out of three instead of half or even less, that was given to them at 
that time. 

3. This was called the Tebhaga movement and was led by the Provincial Kisan
Sabha

4. ‘Te’ means three, ‘Bhaga’ means Share. The movement demanding three 
portions  in the harvest by Bengal poor peasants.

5. Poor farmers were benefited and agricultural production was increased.

S E C T I O N   - IV (5 X 8 = 40 Marks)
29. List the measures taken under the idea of welfare state at the time of 

Great Depression.
a. 1.  Roosevelt , the President of US introduced the much needed social security

system in the US. 
2.  It established a permanent system of universal retirement Pensions (Social 

Security), unemployment insurance, and welfare benefits for the handicapped 
and needy children in families without father present. 

3. It established the framework for the U.S. welfare system. 
4. In fact Great Britain had taken the lead in this direction even before the    

Depression when the war was still on. 
5. These basically consisted of unemployment insurance and old age pension 

schemes. 
6. At the close of the Second World War Britain too adopted extensive social 

security measures like unemployment doles, sickness coverage, health 
schemes, Child care etc. 

7. All this went on to make the idea of Welfare State in which the state ensured 
a certain basic minimum dignified life for all citizens and took care of
their most elementary needs like food, housing, health, child and old age
care and education
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(OR)
Write short notes on various causes of world wars.
A. The main causes of two world Wars:

I. Aggressive nationalism:
a) It is the Proud feeling of their race and Wanted to establish their supremacy 

over the world.
b) Due to this the Germany and Italians developed pride in destructive mode.
c) Aggressive nationalism leads to formation of power blocks.

II. Imperialism:
a) An industrial capital developed and accumulated the European Nations and 

their financial institutions looked for safe investment opportunities in 
colonies.

b) So, the European countries competed to establish the colonies in Asia and 
Africa.

c) Differences among the imperial countries led to World Wars.
III. Secret alliances:

a) The secret alliances also played vital role in the two world Wars.
b) Bismarck made secret alliance with Austria and Italy called Triple Alliance.

Russia, France and Britain formed the Triple Entente.
c) Both these alliance were jealous and suspicious, of one another.

IV. Militarism:
a) Each country built massive standing armies and competed with each 

other in increasing armament.
b) They built a mindset among the people to support Wars.
c) The military expenditure of the six big powers increased by over 300%.

30. “The Service Sector is different from other sectors” 
Do you agree or disagree? Support your answer.

A.      The service sector is different from other sectors. Because:
1. Service sector is one of the three main sectors. 
2. There has been a great hike in the service sector.
3. It is the revenue earner in Indian economy.
4. More work opportunities are there in the service sector.
5. If service sector grows, it results the growth of Indian economy.
6. The service sector employs about 30 % of Indian workforce.
7. The service sector is a supporting arm for the other sectors.
8. This sector is witnessed a remarkable rise in the global market.
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(OR)
“Religion was used for the partition of our country”. 
Do you agree or disagree? Support your answer.

A. Yes. I agree with the statement.
1. Usage of religion in politics was the result of British policy ‘Divide and Rule’.
2. The Muslim League was formed in 1906 on the basis of religion.
3.  The league demanded separate seats in all councils for Muslims.
4. They argued that Muslims would find difficult to protect their interests in 

government.
5.  The league could create impression that the Congress was basically 

a Hindu party.
6. Hindu Maha Sabha and RSS wished to unite Hindus.
7. Congress tried to contact the Muslims and make them feel secure.
8. But these differences ultimately resulted for the partition of the country on 

communal basis.
30. Observe the above graph and answer the following questions.

i) What is explained in the above graph?
A. Military expenditure by great powers between 1880-1994
ii) What is the rate of increase in expenditure on the arms by European powers in 1914

When compared to 1880?
A. The expenditure was almost tripled. 
iii). Was the expenditure increasing or decreasing over 19th century?
A.  Increasing.
iv) In which year is the highest rate of increase recorded when compared to the 

previous year?
A. 1914 PREPARED BY
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(OR)
Observe the above table and answer the following questions.

i) Name the country which stands first in Human Development Index.
A. Sri Lanka
ii) Which country has the best medical facilities among the above?
A. Srilanka.
iii) Name the country which has the poor educational infrastructure among the  

above nations?
A. Nepal 
iv) Identify the rich country from among the  above.
A. Srilanka
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31. Evaluate the policy of Hitler towards Jews.
A. 1. Nazi ideology depended on majoritarian principles. 

2. Jews were merely 0.75 percent of the population in Germany. 
3. Discrimination against Jews began immediately after the Enabling Act 

in 1933.
4. Under the shadow of the Second World War, Germany had waged a  

genocidal war.
5. It resulted in the mass murder of selected groups of  innocent civilians of 

Europe. 
6. As the World War II  proceeded the Nazi regime unfolded its horrible 

programme of building the racial supremacy of Germans by mass 
extermination of  minority communities. 

7. 60,000,000 Jews were killed in concentration camps. 
8. This is the most brutal attitude of Hitler towards Jews. I strongly condemn 

his attitude and nature towards Jews. Every leader must be more 
humanitarian. Then only the whole world will be peaceful.

(OR)
Assess the role of Humans in Global Warming.
A. 1. The prime reason for global warming is burning fossil fuels.

2. The electricity is generated from coal-burning.
3. Usage of Refrigerators and air conditioners leads global warming.
4. Usage of Chemical fertilizers, pesticides cause global warming.
5. This increases the amount of carbon in the atmosphere.
6. It leads to an increase in the Greenhouse Effect.
7. Global warming refer to an increase in average global temperatures.
8. Human activities are believed to increase the temperatures.
9. This is caused primarily by increases in “greenhouse” gases such as CO 2.
10. Heating of earth is much more rapid and lead to global warming.
11. Global warming had been occurring since the Industrial Revolution.
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iii) Patna

ii) The Narmada River

33.A a) i) The  Western Ghats  ii) The Narmada River  
iii) Patna   iv)  Circar Coast



ii) The Pak Strait

iii) Andaman

&Nicobar Islands

i) The Chotanagapur Plateau

iii) Delhi 

i) The Chotanagapur Plateau  ii) The Pak Strait  
iii) Delhi  iv) The Andaman and Nicobar islands
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BEST SOCIAL TEACHER 

WHATSAPP GROUP

TO JOIN IN GROUP SEND YOUR DETAILS TO
GROUP ADMIN  

KSV KRISHNA REDDY, GHM, 

ADMIN NO. 9492146689.సాంఘికశాస్త్ర ాం స్త్మున్నతాం

బెస్్టసోషల్టీచర్వాట్సాప్గ్రూ పునియమాలు
 అడిన్ వాట్సాప్ నంబరును 9492146689 మీఫోన్ కంట్సక్ట్్్ నందు సేవ్ చేస్తకోండ.

(మీకు అవసర్మైనముఖ్యమైన సందేహాల నివృత్తికొర్కు మీకు వయక్తగిత్ంగా పంపే నిమిత్ంి.) 
 పాఠ్శాల సమయంలో బెస్ట్ సోషల్ టీచర్ గ్రూపులోపోస్త్లు చేయరాదు. 
 గ్రూపు సభుయలతోగ్రూపులో వయక్తిగత్ చాటంగ్ చేయరాదు. కేవలం సబజకు్ అంశాలనుమాత్రమే చరిచంచాలి. 

అసంబదధ సి్కకరు,ా ఇమోజీలు, చేత్త గురుిలు పంపరాదు. (మీరు వయక్తిగత్ సెలవులో ఉనాపపటకీ పాఠ్శాల
పనివేళలలోగ్రూపులోపోసి్ంగ్ా చేయరాదు)

 మన గ్రూపు సంఘిక శాస్త్ర విషయచర్చకు సంఘిక శాస్త్ర ఉపాధ్యయయులతోమాత్రమే ఏర్పర్చబడనది. 
ఇత్ర్ సబజకు్లవారిని చేర్చమని కోర్రాదు. చేర్చరాదు.

 గ్రూపులో చేర్దలచుకునావారు అడిన్ వాట్సాప్ నంబరును త్మఫోన్ కంట్సక్ట్్ లలో సేవ్ చేస్తకుని వారి
వాట్సాపు నుండమాత్రమే వారి వివర్ములను (పేరు, పనిచేసే పాఠ్శాల, మండలం, జిల్ా వాట్సాప్
నంబరు) వాట్సాప్ సందేశం రూపంలో పంపవలను. 

 బెస్ట్ సోషల్ టీచర్ వాట్సాప్ గ్రూపులోయాడంగ్ రికెవస్త్ పంపరాదు. మహిళా ఉపాధ్యయయులను వారి
వయక్తిగత్ సమిత్త లేకుండ్పగ్రూపులో చేర్చలేము. 

 గ్రూపు సభుయలందరూతాము సబజక్ులో త్యారు చేసిన లేదా సేకరించిన అంశములనుగ్రూపు సభుయలతో
పంచుకోవాలి. కేవలం స్వవకర్ిలుగా ఉండరాదు.

 గుడ్పిరిాంగ్, పండుగ శుభాకంక్షలు, వయక్తగిత్ ఫోటోలు వంటవి గ్రూపులో పంపరాదు. 
 వయక్తిగత్ దూషణలకు దిగరాదు. వయర్ధ వాదనలు చేయరాదు. 
 మీవంతుగా సబెజకు్ పర్ంగా మీ పాఠ్శాలలో చేసిన ఏ విషయమునైననూ పంచవచుచ. సబెజకు్ విషయములు

త్పప ఇత్ర్ విషయములు ఏవీ పోస్త్ చేయరాదు.
 యూనియన్ మెసేజ్ల,ా అడవరెట్జ్ మెంటు,ా మూఢనమికలు, దేవుని ఫోటోలు, మత్పర్మైన

వాకయములు, గ్రూపులో పంచరాదు. హేతు బదదమైన శాస్త్రీయమైన అంశాలు చరిచంచాలి.
 సబెజకు్ సందేహములుమాత్రమేపోస్త్ చేయవలను. సబజకు్లో సందేహములను నిషా్ణతులైన సభుయలవరైన్న

నివృత్తి చేయవచుచ. కేవలం అడిన్ మాత్రమే సపందించాలిాన పనిలేదు.
 వివిధ్ మతాలు, కుల్లు, రాజకీయపార్ట్లను క్తంచపరిచేల్ మరియు ప్రభుత్వ విధ్యన్నలను, న్నయకులను

విమరిిస్తి సందేశాలు, వాయఖ్యలు,ఫోటోలుపోస్ట్ చేయరాదు. ఇత్రులు పంపే ఫారావరిింగ్ మెసేజ్లా
సరైనవో కవో నిజ నిరాధర్ణ చేస్తకోకుండ్ప మనగ్రూపులోఫారావరి్ చేయరాదు.

 సబెజకు్కు సంబందించి మీరుగ్రూపులో షేర్ చేసే ప్రతీ ఫోటోకు, వీడయోకు వివర్ణ చేర్చవలను.
 గ్రూపు నియమాలుపాటంచని వారిని వంటనే తొలగంచుట జరుగును. దీనిపై అడిన్ దే తుది నిర్ాయం.
 మీరు వాట్సాప్ నంబరుమారుచకునాపుపడు, గ్రూపును విడచేటపుపడు అడిన్ కు తెలియపర్చవలను. 

లేనటాయితే మర్ళా చేర్చచ అవకశానిా కోలోపతారు. 
 పదవీ విర్మణ పందినవారు, గ్రూపు నచచక గ్రూపును విడచిపెటే్వారు అడిన్ కు తెలియపరిచి వైదొలగాలి. 

మర్ళా చేర్చకుండ్ప ఉండందుకు.
SAVE ADMIN NUMBER IN YOUR PHONE CONTANTS  
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